
Tech Pro Long Sleeve Jersey - $120 
Available in Men's Club Cut and Women's Cut sizes XS to 3XL 
Sizing is similar to the new Champion System club jerseys or last year's Cunningham Classic 
jerseys. 
 
A summer weight jersey, similar to the club's new Champion System Performance Short Sleeve 
Jersey, this jersey features long sleeves for some added protection from the sun and/or cooler 
weather. 
 
Made entirely from our premium Tech fabric providing excellent moisture management and 50+ 
UV protection. 
 
Features: 
   - Three rear storage pockets with slash side pockets allow for easy access while being secure. 
   - Reinforced pocket anchor to ensure maximum storage capacity. 
   - Zippered water-resistant gear pocket with a reflective zipper. 
   - Soft feel, tapered collar allowing for ideal comfort. 
   - Full zipper, adapt to all conditions. 
   - Flatlock seams allowing additional aesthetic appeal. 
 

 
 
 

  



Wind Guard Jacket - $120 
Available in Men's Club Cut and Women's Cut sizes XS to 4XL 
Sizing is similar to the new Champion System club jerseys or last year's Cunningham Classic 
jerseys.  
Please note the Wind Guard Jacket is designed to be a casual fit rather than a tight fit jacket. 
 
A lightweight shell jacket designed to take the edge off in cold or wet conditions.  
 
Compact enough to roll up into a jersey pocket. 
 
Made from Champion System WindGuard fabric (similar to the fabric on the front of gilets). 
 
Features: 
   - Full concealed zipper 
   - High collar 
   - Single rear zippered pocket 
   - Zippered arm pits for increased ventilation 
   - Separate side panels 
 

 
 
 

  



Base Layers 
Sleeveless $35 
Short Sleeve $45 
Available in Unisex sizes XS to 2XL 
(women generally go down one size from jersey size) 
 
Sure, you wear a base layer under your jersey, but now you can proudly display your club logo 
when your jersey zipper is pulled down. 
 
These are summer base layers that can be worn year-round (if you are so inclined) or just in cooler 
weather for an additional layer of warmth. 
 
Made of a new technical fabric that has increased moisture wicking properties, is lighter in weight 
and offers more elasticity. 
 

 
 
  



Fleece LITE Arm, Knee & Leg Warmers 
Arm $45 
Knee $55 
Leg $75 
Available in Unisex sizes XS to XL 
Sizing can be estimated from your jersey or bibs size but you should also consider the diameter of 
your biceps or thighs (where the grippers are located). Women generally go down one size from 
jersey or bibs size. 
 
Simple but classic design that will blend seamlessly into the KPCC jersey and bibs. 
 
Made with Champion System Tech Fleece LITE fabric, best suited to Brisbane's milder winters, and 
with flat lock exposed stitch for improved fit and comfort. 
 
 
 

 
 

  



Lycra Arm Warmers - $35 
Available in Unisex sizes XS to XL 
Sizing can be estimated from your jersey size but you should also consider the diameter of your 
biceps (where the grippers are located). Women generally go down one size from jersey size. 
 
Available in both the classic Black and White design or the bolder Mondrian inspired design that 
can be worn will either the upperlimb.com Cunningham Classic or KPCC jerseys. 
 
Made by Champion System of Lycra fabric (similar to bib shorts weight Lycra). 

 
 

Sun Sleeves - $45 
Available in Unisex sizes XS to XL 
Sizing can be estimated from your jersey size but you should also consider the diameter of your 
biceps (where the grippers are located). Women generally go down one size from jersey size. 
 
Though not specifically a winter warmer, these sun sleeves may be all you need during our mild 
Brisbane winters. 
 
Simple but classic design to complement the KPCC jersey. 
 
Made of Champion System premium Tech fabric providing excellent moisture management and 
UV protection (similar to jersey material). 

  



Tech Fleece Skull Cap - $50 
All headwear is Unisex one-size-fits-most. 
 
The contoured design fits perfectly under a helmet offering full head and ear protection on cold 
winter mornings.  
 
There is an opening in the back to allow a ponytail to fit through. 
 
Made by Champion Systems of a warm and breathable CS Tech-Fleece fabric.

 
 

Euro Winter Cap - $45 
All headwear is Unisex one-size-fits-most. 
 
Classic cycling cap with a flip-down flap providing additional ear and neck protection on cold 
winter mornings. 
 
Can be worn under a helmet and off the bike pre or post ride. 
 
Made by Champion Systems of a warm and breathable CS Tech-Fleece fabric. 

 

  



Tech Fleece Headband - $35 
All headwear is Unisex one-size-fits-most. 
 
The contoured design fits perfectly under a helmet offering full ear protection on cold winter 
mornings.  
 
Made by Champion Systems of a warm and breathable CS Tech-Fleece fabric.

 
 

Tech Bandanna Cap - $20 
All headwear is Unisex one-size-fits-most. 
 
Though not specifically a winter headwear item, this bandanna may be all you need as cold 
weather protection during our mild Brisbane winters. 
 
The contoured design and adjustable size, via the rear ties, creates a perfect fit under your helmet. 
 
Made from Champion System Tech moisture-wicking fabric (similar to materials used in their 
cycling jerseys) 
 
Features a Terrycloth brow for additional sweat absorption.

 

  



Performance Seamless Warmer 
$15 
Unisex one-size-fits-all. 
 
Featuring the Mondrian inspired design that can be worn will any club kit or off the bike as casual, 
après wear. 
 
This versatile tube of fabric can be worn in many different ways: 
   - around your neck 
   - pulled up over over your chin, mouth or nose 
   - or on your head like a beanie (with the top twisted close) 
 
Made of a stretchy, breathable and comfortable tech fabric. 

 
 
 

Tech Fleece Winter Glove 
$40 
Unisex sizes XS to XL. 
 
A form fitting 4 way stretch glove, best suited to Brisbane's milder winter mornings. 
 
Made by Champion Systems of tech fleece fabric with gripper dots on the fingers and palms. 
 

 
 
  



Shoe Covers 
Lycra $40 
Tech Fleece $45 
Neoprene $75 
Unisex sizes S, M and L 
 
Rear zipper for easy entry. 
 
Heal and cleat cut-outs. 
 
Superb ankle grippers. 
 
Made from a choice of fabrics: 
 
Lycra - when only minimal winter protection is needed (or for time trials to gain that aero 
advantage). 
 
Tech Fleece - for added warmth on cold mornings (fleece-lined with a smooth finish exterior). 
 
Neoprene - the most wind and water-resistant fabric with a fleeced lining (like wetsuits for your 
feet). 
 

 
 


